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Abstract. We consider a class of Petri nets suitable for the modelling
and behavioural analysis of globally asynchronous locally synchronous
(GALS) systems. The proposed model of PTL-nets is basically that of
Place/Transition-nets (PT-nets) equipped with an explicit notion of lo-
cality. Each locality identifies a distinct set of transitions which may
only be executed synchronously, i.e., in a maximally concurrent manner.
We investigate how to capture the non-sequential semantics of PTL-nets
using techniques similar to those used in the standard treatment of PT-
nets. As a result, we postulate that processes based on occurrence nets
augmented with additional information about localities and enabledness
of non-fired transitions can provide a satisfactory basis for a causality
semantics of PTL-nets.
Keywords: theory of concurrency, Petri nets, localities, operational se-
mantics, step sequences, occurrence nets, processes, membrane systems,
GALS systems.
1 Introduction
Several real-life computational systems exhibit dynamic behaviour which could
best be described as following the ‘globally asynchronous locally synchronous’
(or GALS) paradigm. Prominent examples of such systems can be found in
hardware design, where a VLSI chip may contain multiple clocks responsible for
synchronising different subsets of gates, and in biologically motivated comput-
ing, where a membrane system models a cell with compartments, inside which
reactions are carried out in co-ordinated pulses. In these cases, the activities in
different localities can proceed independently, subject to communication and/or
synchronisation constraints.
In this paper, we consider a simple framework for the modelling and be-
havioural analysis of GALS systems based on Petri nets, called Place/Transition-
nets with localities (PTL-nets). These are basically Place/Transition nets (PT-
nets) equipped with the notion of a locality. Each locality identifies a distinct set
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of transitions which may only be executed synchronously, i.e., in a maximally
concurrent manner. We then look at the way in which the standard concurrency
techniques of PT-nets could be used to provide a similar treatment for the new
model. We postulate that causal processes based on occurrence nets augmented
with additional information about local enabledness of non-fired transitions can
provide a satisfactory notion of concurrency semantics for PTL-nets.
In the rest of the introduction, we give more details with regard to PTL-nets,
their underlying motivation and operational semantics.
PTL-nets
Originally, PTL-nets have been introduced in [11] to model the behaviour of
membrane systems [13, 14], which are a computational model inspired by the
way living cells are partitioned by membranes into compartments where chemical
reactions take place. In [11], a structural systematic link is established between
a basic class of membrane systems and PTL-nets. Transitions are used to model
chemical reaction rules, and the compartments are represented by associating to
each transition a fixed locality.
A distinguishing feature of many models of membrane systems is that they
evolve in a synchronous fashion: within each time unit (of a global clock), the
system is transformed by a maximally concurrent execution of its chemical rules.
As argued in [11], the maximal concurrency semantics (fire as many transitions
as possible in each single step) of a PTL-net associated to a membrane system
faithfully reflects these (globally) synchronous evolutions of the corresponding
membrane system. It must be noted, however, that for this case the locality of
the transitions is not needed: the underlying net with its places already explicitly
supports the locality aspects of resources consumed and produced by transitions.
But global synchronicity is not always reasonable from a biological point of view
(e.g., [13]). With the PTL-net model and GALS executions, we have introduced
in [11] a new class of membrane systems, with the natural assumption that
synchronicity is restricted to the compartments of the system as delineated by
the membranes. Within the PTL-net model this is formalised using a locally
maximal concurrency semantics: in each step, and for each locality participating
in this step, as many transitions belonging to this locality as possible are fired.
Another motivation for considering PTL-nets comes from the world of VLSI
design. As argued in [4], the basic synchronous paradigm is often inefficient for
implementation purposes, and introducing elements of asynchrony provides an
attractive alternative for efficient design. In particular, in GALS circuits (see, for
example [3, 12, 16]), computation occurs in synchronous clusters exchanging data
asynchronously via a set of communication media which, in the case of PTL-
nets, can be modelled by buffer places. This clearly supports a less centralised
view of concurrent executions.
Finally, we note that the computational paradigm captured by GALS execu-
tions is founded upon the notion of maximally concurrent executions, which has
been considered within formal concurrency models like COSY and Petri nets in,
for example, [7] and [8].
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An example
To explain the basic concepts relating to PTL-nets, we consider the net shown
in Figure 1. It models a concurrent system consisting of one producer (the left
circular subnet), and one consumer process (the right circular subnet). The two
subsystems are connected by a buffer-like place q which holds items produced
by the producer using the ‘add’ transition a, and consumed by the consumer
using the ‘take’ transition t. The net would be a standard PT-net if we ignored
the integer labels, 1 and 2, shown in the middle of the transitions. These labels
represent localities to which the various transitions belong. We can thus observe
that transitions t and u (for ‘use’) belong to the same locality while the third
transition, a, belongs to a different one.
p
r
s
q
1a 2 t 2 u
Fig. 1. PTL-net of the one-producer/one-consumer system.
In general, the way transitions are assigned to different localities will have a
strong impact on the step sequences generated by a PTL-net, as it is required
that within each locality, transitions are executed in a maximally concurrent way.
For the net in Figure 1 this does not have any apparent effect since the subnets
corresponding to the two localities are strictly sequential. The situation changes
radically for the slightly modified example shown in Figure 2, which models a
system consisting of one producer and two co-located consumers (indicated by
the two tokens in the place r).
p
r
s
q
1a 2 t 2 u
Fig. 2. PTL-net of the one-producer/two-consumers system.
For example, although under the standard PT-net semantics this net gen-
erates the step sequence {a}{t}{a}{t}, the execution model of PTL-nets will
reject it for the following reason: After executing the initial {a}{t}{a}, the net
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can execute the step {t, u} consisting of two co-located transitions, and so exe-
cuting t alone violates the maximal concurrency execution rule w.r.t. locality 2.
A possible way of executing a legal step could then be to add the ‘missing’ tran-
sition u, resulting in the legal step sequence {a}{t}{a}{t, u}. Another legal step
sequence, according to the intended PTL-semantics, could be {a}{t}{a}{t, u, a}.
Note that in the latter case the last step {t, u, a} is maximally concurrent in a
global sense, as it cannot be extended any further.
Process semantics of Petri nets
We have already seen one way of associating concurrent behaviours with PT-nets,
viz. step sequences consisting of (multi)sets of simultaneously (or synchronously)
executed transitions. There is, however, another well-established way which can
be used to capture the behaviours. It is based on labelled occurrence nets, called
processes (see, e.g., [1, 2, 6, 15]). Its main advantage lies in providing a very com-
pact representation of net behaviour1 as well as allowing one to talk about the
following important aspects of a system’s executions:
– Causality. The causality relationships among the executed transitions (called
events) can be read-off by following directed paths in the process net.
– Concurrency. Events for which there is no directed path from one to another
are concurrent.
– Reachability. Any maximal set of places (called conditions) for which there
is no directed path from one to another corresponds to a reachable marking
of the original PT-net.
– Executability. Any step sequence from the implicit initial marking of the
process net (obtained by inserting one token in each condition without an
incoming arc) defines a legal step sequence of the original PT-net.
For example, the step sequence {a}{a, t}{a, u}{t} which is a legal step se-
quence of the net in Figure 1 generates the process net shown in Figure 3.
Moreover, if we treated the net in Figure 1 as a PTL-net, then the process in
Figure 3 would still remain legal and could be used in the analysis of the original
net.
Although the standard process construction works for the example in Fig-
ure 3, this is in general not the case. For example, consider the PTL-net in
Figure 2 and the step sequence {a}{a, t}{u, t}, which is legal under the PTL-
semantics. By applying the standard construction developed for PT-nets, this
step sequence defines the process net shown in Figure 4. The reason why the
standard construction now fails is that it does not satisfy the property which
we referred to as ‘executability’. More precisely, if we execute the process net
according to the rules of PTL-semantics, then it is possible to generate a be-
haviour corresponding to the following step sequence of the original PTL-net:
{a}{a}{t, t}{u}. This is legal under the PT-net semantics, but illegal under the
1 This feature has been exploited in the development of efficient model checking algo-
rithms for PT-nets [5].
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2
t
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u
2
t
1
a
1
a
1
a
Fig. 3. Process net of the one-producer/one-consumer system, derived for the step
sequence {a}{a, t}{a, u}{t} using the standard techniques developed for PT-nets.
rules of the PTL-semantics (the last executed step is not maximal w.r.t. local-
ity 2). In this paper, we will propose a solution to the problem just described.
r s r
q
q
p p p
r s
2
t
2
u
1
a
1
a
2
t
Fig. 4. Process net of the one-producer/two-consumers system, derived for the step
sequence {a}{a, t}{u, t} using the standard techniques developed for PT-nets.
About this paper
An intuitive reason why the standard PT-net construction fails to work for the
PTL-net shown in Figure 2 is that the process in Figure 4 ‘forgets’ not just after
but already during the execution of {a}{a}{t, t} that transition u is enabled
‘twice’, and so the step {u} is not maximal w.r.t. locality 2. Hence, to make things
work again, one needs to suitably modify the standard process construction.
The modification we will propose is based on barb-events which augment the
standard processes with information about the existence of events that could
have been chosen for execution in the history represented by a process but were
not, for example, due to being in conflict with some of the other events. In
other words, barb-events signal potential executability of additional events in
concurrent histories of PTL-nets.
For the example in Figure 4, a suitable barb-process is shown in Figure 5. It
contains a single barb-event, depicted using a dark box, with the same locality
and input conditions as the ‘missing’ instance of transition u (output arcs are
not included as barb-events are not meant to be executed since their role is
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merely to signal the existence of potential executable transitions at the given
location; for the same reason they are not labelled). We now observe that the
previous counterexample ceases to hold, since after the execution {a}{a}{t, t} in
the barb-process, the step consisting of the u-labelled event is no longer maximal
w.r.t. locality 2 as the barb-event can now be added to it.
The barb-process semantics developed in this paper ‘works’ for the whole
class of PTL-nets. Since a claim like that can be difficult to formulate, let alone
substantiate, we will formalise it within the so-called semantical framework in-
troduced in [9] to provide a uniform platform for various process semantics of
Petri net models. In particular, the framework avoids re-proving properties and
results which are common to several different approaches. In this paper, we will
instantiate (part of) the generic semantical framework to deal with the case of
PTL-nets and their barb-processes. While doing so, we will also use some of the
results presented in [10].
r s r
q
q
p p p
r s
2
t
2
u
1
a
1
a
2
t
2
Fig. 5. Amended process of PTL-net of the one-producer/two-consumers system.
Finally, the reader might think that for safe PTL-nets barb-events are super-
fluous. To show that this is not the case we consider the PTL-net in Figure 6(a)
and its max-enabled step sequence {t, u, v}{w, z}. Proceeding as in the stan-
dard process construction, one obtains the process shown in Figure 6(b). The
problem then is that it has a max-enabled step sequence from the implicit ini-
tial marking which corresponds to {u, v}{t, z}{w}. This step sequence, however,
is not a max-enabled step sequence of the original PTL-net as in the second
step it is possible to add transition x which is co-located with z. Intuitively, the
standard construction fails to work for this example because the process ‘forgot’
that transition x was enabled at the stage where transition w was selected. Then,
delaying the execution of the w-labelled event, creates a situation where the ex-
ecuted step (though max-enabled within the process net since the knowledge of
the enabledness of x is lost) does not correspond to a max-enabled step of the
PTL-net.
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(a)
1
t
2
u
2
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z
(b)
1
t
2
u
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v
2
w
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z
(c)
1
t
2
u
2
v
2
w
2
2
z
Fig. 6. PTL-net (a); an occurrence net constructed from step sequence {t, u, v}{w, z}
(b); and a barb-process (c).
2 Preliminaries
We use the standard mathematical notation. In particular, ] denotes disjoint
set union, N the set of natural numbers (including 0) and N+ the set of positive
natural numbers. The powerset of a set X is denoted by P(X).
Functions. The standard notation for the composition of functions is used also
in the special case of two functions, f : X → P(Y ) and g : Y → P(Z), for which
(g ◦ f) : X → P(Z) is defined by g ◦ f(x)
df
=
⋃
y∈f(x) g(y), for all x ∈ X. The
restriction of a function f : X → Y to a set Z ⊆ X is denoted by f |Z .
Binary relations. We will sometimes use an infix notation and write xPy rather
than (x, y) ∈ P . Moreover, domP
df
= {x | (x, y) ∈ P} and codomP
df
= {y | (x, y) ∈
P}. The composition of two binary relations, P ⊆ X × Y and Q ⊆ Y × Z, is
given by P ◦Q
df
= {(x, z) | ∃y ∈ Y : (x, y) ∈ P ∧ (y, z) ∈ Q}. The restriction of a
relation P ⊆ X × Y to a set Z ⊆ X × Y is denoted by P |Z . By idX we denote
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the identity relation on a set X. Relation P ⊆ X × X is reflexive if idX ⊆ P ;
irreflexive if idX ∩P = ∅; and transitive if P ◦P ⊆ P . The transitive closure of
P is denoted by P+.
Multisets. A multiset over a set X is a function m : X → N, and a subset of X
may be viewed through its characteristic function as a multiset overX. m is finite
if there are finitely many x ∈ m by which we mean that x ∈ X and m(x) ≥ 1; the
cardinality of m is then defined as |m|
df
=
∑
x∈X m(x). The sum of two multisets
m and m′ over X, is the multiset given by (m + m′)(x)
df
= m(x) + m′(x) for all
x ∈ X.
Sequences. We use the notation σ = 〈xi〉I to represent an infinite x1x2 . . . or
finite x1x2 . . . xn sequence σ, including the empty one ε, where in the former
case I = N+ and in the latter I = {1, 2, . . . , n} or I = ∅, respectively. For
example, 〈xyz〉
N+
= xyzxyzxyz . . . . We will also write I0
df
= I ∪ {0}. If all the
xi’s are sets then
⋃
σ
df
=
⋃
i∈I xi. If each xi is a finite multiset over a set X and
ψ : X → A, then ψ〈σ〉
df
= 〈ψ〈xi〉〉I , where each ψ〈xi〉 is the multiset over A
defined by ψ〈xi〉(a)
df
=
∑
{e∈X|ψ(e)=a} xi(e), for all a ∈ A.
Step sequences and labelled step sequences. A step sequence (over a set X) is a
possibly infinite sequence of finite non-empty multisets (over X). In this paper,
we will denote by STS the set of all step sequences. We will also need the notion
of a labelled step sequence. A labelling for a set X is a function ψ : X → A where
A is a set of labels. Now, a labelled step sequence is a pair $
df
= (σ, ψ), where σ
is a step sequence consisting of mutually disjoint finite sets and ψ is a labelling
for the set
⋃
σ. With such $ we associate the step sequence φ($)
df
= ψ〈σ〉. The
set of all labelled step sequences will be denoted by LSTS.
2.1 Petri nets
A net is a triple N
df
= (P, T,W ) such that P and T are disjoint sets, and W :
(T × P ) ∪ (P × T ) → N. The elements of P and T are respectively the places
and transitions, and W is the weight function. In diagrams, places are drawn as
circles, and transitions as boxes. IfW (x, y) ≥ 1 for some (x, y) ∈ (T×P )∪(P×T ),
then (x, y) is an arc leading from x to y. As usual, an arc is annotated with its
weight if the latter is greater than one.
The pre- and post-multiset of a transition (or place) x are multisets of places
(resp. transitions), preN (x) and postN (x), respectively given by
preN (x)(y)
df
= W (y, x) and postN (x)(y)
df
= W (x, y)
for each place (resp. transition) y. We assume that both multisets are always
finite, and that preN (x) is non-empty for every transition x.
A marking is a finite multiset M of places. In diagrams, it is represented by
drawing in each place p exactly M(p) tokens (small black dots). In general, we
will consider nets with explicit or implicit initial markings.
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A step is a finite multiset U of transitions. It is enabled at a marking M if
M(p) ≥
∑
t∈T U(t) · preN (t)(p) for all p ∈ P . We denote this by M [U〉. An
enabled step U can be executed leading to the marking M ′ given by
M ′(p)
df
= M(p)−
∑
t∈T
U(t) · preN (t)(p) +
∑
t∈T
U(t) · postN (t)(p)
for all p ∈ P . We denote this by M [U〉M ′.
A (possibly infinite) sequence σ = 〈Ui〉I of non-empty steps is a step sequence
from a marking M0 if there are markings 〈Mi〉I satisfying Mi−1[Ui〉Mi for every
i ∈ I. Moreover, in such a case, the sequence of alternating markings and steps,
µ = M0〈UiMi〉I will be called a mixed step sequence from M0. If I is finite then
σ (µ) is a (mixed) step sequence from M0 to Mn, where n is the largest index
in I0. If I = ∅, then σ = ε is the empty sequence and µ = M0.
If σ is a step sequence from M we write M [σ〉, and if σ is a step sequence
from M to some M ′ we write M [σ〉M ′, calling M ′ reachable from M . Note that
M [ε〉M for each marking M . If we want to make it clear which net we are dealing
with, we may add a subscript N and write [·〉N rather than [·〉.
A Place/Transition net (or PT-net) is a tuple (P, T,W,M0) such that (P, T,W )
is a net and M0 is an initial marking. We, moreover, assume that (P, T,W ) is
finite (both P and T are finite sets) and that it is T -restricted (i.e., preN (t) and
postN (t) are non-empty for all transitions t ∈ T )2 .
2.2 Semantical framework
In this paper, we use a fragment of the original semantical framework developed
in [9], which allows a systematic presentation of the process and causality se-
mantics for various types of Petri nets. The part of the concrete setup which will
be used is shown in Figure 7.
NL ∈ PT L LOCON
STS LSTS
ω piNL
φ
λ
Fig. 7. The semantical framework for Petri nets with localities, where the bold arcs
indicate mappings to powersets.
The setup is concerned with the following semantical domains:
– PT L are PTL-nets;
2 This is a standard, but technically not a very important, requirement; we use here
the same definition as in [9, 10, 15].
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– STS are step sequences;
– LOCON are locality occurrence nets providing the basis for our barb-process
semantics of PTL-nets;
– LSTS are labelled step sequences.
Note that the domains PT L and LOCON were informally presented in the
introduction. One of the mappings in Figure 7, viz. φ associating with each
labelled step sequence a step sequence, has already been defined, and the others
will be be introduced in due course. Their intended roles are as follows: (i)
ω : PT L → P(STS) yields the set of step sequences generated by a PTL-net
NL; (ii) piNL : STS → P(LOCON ) is a partial mapping which defines, for each
step sequence of NL, a set of processes; (iii) each process is given an operational
labelled step sequence semantics via λ : LOCON → P(LSTS); and (iv) labelled
step sequences can be re-interpreted as ordinary executions of NL through the
total function φ.
Our goal is to show that these different semantics agree in the sense that
processes (LOCON ) describe causal relationships between events consistent with
the chosen operational semantics (STS). In particular, two properties should be
satisfied:
– Representation: In any process associated with a step sequence (piNL ◦ ω),
this step sequence can be executed from the implicit initial marking of the
process (φ ◦ λ).
– Soundness: Any (labelled) step sequence which can be executed from the
implicit initial marking of a process is also a step sequence (ω) of the original
PTL-net.
A formal justification of the consistency between the process semantics of a PTL-
net NL and its operational semantics as given by ω is provided by the following
result.
Theorem 1. ω = φ ◦ λ ◦ piNL ◦ ω.
As shown in [9], this result holds whenever the two properties given below are
satisfied.3
Property 1. The following functions are total and never return the empty set:
(i) ω, (ii) piNL|ω(NL), and (iii) λ|piNL◦ω(NL).
Property 2. For all ξ ∈ ω(NL) and LLON ∈ piNL(ξ),
ξ ∈ φ(λ(LLON )) and φ(λ(LLON )) ⊆ ω(NL) .
Note that the second property expresses the representation and soundness as
mentioned above.
In the rest of this paper, we first define formally the two remaining semantical
domains, viz. PT L and LOCON , as well as three mappings, viz. ω, piNL and λ.
After that, we will establish Property 1 and Property 2.
3 In [9], λ instead of λ|
piNL◦ω(NL) is used in part (iii), but this does not change the
validity of the result formulated as Theorem 1 (for technical reasons see Figure 9).
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3 Place/Transition nets with localities
We start by introducing the notion of locality for the transitions in a PT-net,
using a special kind of labelling.
A locality mapping for a set X is a mapping D : X → N, associating to every
element x ∈ X its locality D(x).
A net with localities (or loc-net) is a quadruple NL
df
= (P, T,W,D), where
und(NL)
df
= (P, T,W ) is the underlying net and D is a locality mapping for the
transition set T . The locality mapping D partitions the transition set; implicitly,
each non-empty inverse image D−1(n) determines a set of co-located transitions.
In diagrams, boxes representing transitions with localities are shaded with the
actual locality being shown in the middle (see Figure 1).
All notations concerning places and transitions of NL are as in the underlying
net und(NL) as well as the markings, steps and the result of executing a step of
transitions. A new enabling condition for steps, however, is needed which allows
only those steps to occur which are maximally concurrent with respect to the
localities they involve.
In NL, a step U : T → N is max-enabled at a marking M if it is enabled at
M in und(NL) and, in addition, there is no transition t such that D(t) = D(u),
for some u ∈ U , and M [U+{t}〉und(NL). We denote this by M [U〉〉NL or M [U〉〉
if it is clear with which loc-net we are dealing.
The notions of max-enabled step sequence and max-enabled mixed step se-
quence as well as max-reachability are defined as before with max-enabledness
replacing the standard notion of enabledness.
It is worth noting that max-enabled steps do not necessarily consist of maxi-
mal steps w.r.t. the individual localities. In other words, restricting such a step to
transitions coming from a single locality does not necessarily yield a max-enabled
step. For example, in Figure 8, the step {x, z} is max-enabled, but {z} is not
max-enabled. This is indicative of the existence of a conflict between transitions
coming from different localities, such as x and w in Figure 8.
1
w
2
x
1
z
Fig. 8. Conflict between localities.
A PT-net with localities (or PTL-net) is a tuple NL
df
= (P, T,W,D,M0) such
that (P, T,W,M0) is a PT-net and (P, T,W,D) is a loc-net. We will denote this
by NL ∈ PT L.
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The operational semantics of the PTL-net NL is based on the max-enabledness
in (P, T,W,D). More precisely, the set of step sequences of NL is the set ω(NL)
df
=
{σ |M0[σ〉〉} comprising all max-enabled step sequences starting from the initial
marking M0.
Since the empty sequence ε is always a max-enabled step sequence of NL, ω
never returns the empty set, and so Property 1(i) holds.
4 Acyclic nets with localities
We now define the last semantical domain of Figure 7. A locality occurrence net
(or loco-net) is a tuple LLON
df
= (B,E,R, `, ψ,E,R, l) such that the following
hold:
– N = (B,E ∪ E, R ∪ R) is an E-restricted net. Its places (i.e., the elements
of B) are called conditions, its transitions in E are called events, and its
transitions in E are called barb-events. It is assumed that the sets of events
and barb-events are disjoint.
– R ⊆ (B × E) ∪ (E ×B) and R ⊆ B × E.4
– R+ is irreflexive (i.e., R+ is a partial order) such that for every e ∈ E ∪ E
there are only finitely many f ∈ E such that fR+e.
– For every b ∈ B, there is at most one e ∈ E such that (e, b) ∈ R, and at
most one f ∈ E such that (b, f) ∈ R.
– There are finitely many b ∈ B such that preN (b) = ∅.
– ψ is a labelling for B ∪ E.
– ` is a locality mapping for E and l is a locality mapping for E.
We denote this by LLON ∈ LOCON .
In diagrams, we will show the labels of conditions and events rather than
their identities. The implicit initial marking minLLON of LLON consists of all
conditions without incoming arcs, i.e., minLLON
df
= B\codomR. Hence, minLLON
is a finite set. If LLON is finite (i.e., B and E∪E are finite sets), then its implicit
final marking maxLLON consists of all conditions without outgoing R-arcs, i.e.,
maxLLON
df
= B\domR. Observe that all events (from E) have both incoming
and outgoing arcs, whereas the barb-events have only a non-empty set of pre-
conditions linked to them by R-arcs.
It is easy to see that the labelled net und(LLON )
df
= (B,E,R, ψ) underlying
LLON is a standard occurrence net [1, 15], and so one can import some of its well-
established properties. In particular, if 〈Ei〉I is a step sequence of und(LLON )
from the marking minLLON , then the Ei’s are mutually disjoint finite sets.
We will now introduce the notion of enabledness of steps for loco-nets. A
key point here is that this notion involves barb-events but the steps themselves
contain only (non-barb) events. In other words, the semantics of loco-nets is not
concerned with the actual execution of barb-events at all.
4 We treat the weight functions R and R as binary relations since they always return
0 or 1.
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A non-empty finite multiset U over E is barb-enabled at a marking M of
LLON if it is max-enabled in the loc-net (B,E ∪ E, R ∪ R, ` ∪ l) at M . The
notions of barb-enabled step sequence and barb-enabled mixed step sequence as
well as barb-reachability are then defined with barb-enabledness replacing the
standard notion of enabledness.
Proposition 1. For a mixed barb-enabled step sequence of LLON from the im-
plicit initial marking minLLON , each marking occurring in it is a set, and the
steps occurring in it are mutually disjoint sets.
Proof. Follows from the fact that such a sequence is also a mixed step sequence
of the occurrence net und(LLON ) from the marking minLLON (see [9]). ut
The set λ(LLON ) of labelled barb-enabled step sequences of LLON comprises
all labelled step sequences ξ
df
= (σ, ψ) such that σ = 〈Ei〉I is a barb-enabled step
sequence of LLON from minLLON satisfying E =
⋃
i∈I Ei. We denote this by
ξ ∈ λ(LLON ). Note that the last notion is well-defined since σ is a step sequence
of und(LLON ) from minLLON , and so all the Ei’s are sets (see Proposition 1).
Clearly, λ is a total mapping, but it may happen that λ(LLON ) = ∅ as
shown in Figure 9. However, if the loco-net has been defined operationally from
a max-enabled step sequence of a PTL-net (see Definition 1 and Proposition 2),
then the problem disappears and so Property 1(iii) holds.
1
1
Fig. 9. A loco-net with no labelled barb-enabled step sequence.
5 Processes of PTL-nets
Let NL = (P, T,W,D,M0) be a PTL-net, fixed for the rest of this section. We
will now provide a construction which takes a max-enabled step sequence of NL
and constructs a corresponding loco-net.
Definition 1 (piN for PTL-nets). Let σ = 〈Ui〉I be a max-enabled step se-
quence of NL. A barb-process of NL generated by σ is a loco-net
LLON = (B,E,R, `, ψ,E,R, l)
df
=

 ⋃
k∈I0
Bk,
⋃
k∈I0
Ek,
⋃
k∈I0
Rk,
⋃
k∈I0
`k,
⋃
k∈I0
ψk,
⋃
k∈I0
⋂
j≥k
Ej ,
⋃
k∈I0
⋂
j≥k
Rj ,
⋃
k∈I0
⋂
j≥k
lj


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where for k ∈ I0:
Bk =
k⊎
i=0
Bi Ek =
k⊎
i=0
Ei Rk =
k⊎
i=0
Ri `k =
k⊎
i=0
`i ψk =
k⊎
i=0
ψi
and the various sets used above are constructed in the following way (it is as-
sumed that the sets of conditions, events and arcs do not contain any elements
other than those specified explicitly).
– E0 = ∅ and for all i ∈ I, Ei comprises a distinct event for each transition
occurrence in Ui. The event corresponding to the j-th occurrence of t in Ui
is denoted by ti,j, we set ψi(ti,j)
df
= t and `i(ti,j)
df
= D(t).
– B0 comprises a distinct condition for each place occurrence in M0. The con-
dition corresponding to the j-th occurrence of s in M0 is denoted by s
j and
we set ψ0(sj)
df
= s.
– For all i ∈ I and e ∈ Ei, Bi comprises a distinct condition for each place
occurrence in postNL(ψi(e)). The condition corresponding to the j-th occur-
rence of p in postNL(ψi(e)) is denoted by p
e,j and we set ψi(pe,j)
df
= p.
– R0 = ∅, and for all i ∈ I and e ∈ Ei:
• We choose a disjoint (i.e., Bf∩Bg = ∅ whenever f 6= g) set of conditions
Be ⊆ Bi−1\domRi−1 such that ψi〈Be〉 = preNL(ψi(e)) and add an arc
(b, e) to Ri for each b ∈ Be.
• We add an arc (e, pe,j) to Ri for each pe,j ∈ Bi.
– E−1 = ∅, and for all i ∈ I0 we construct Ei from Ei−1 as follows:
• we first form a set of candidate barb-events Gi consisting of all elC , where
C ⊆ Bi and l ∈ N, such that there is t ∈ T and the following are satisfied:
∗ D(t) = l and preNL(t) = ψi〈C〉
∗ (C × C) ∩R+i = ∅ and C ∩B
i 6= ∅
• we then obtain Ei from Ei−1 ∪ Gi by removing every barb-event e
l
C for
which
∗ there is f ∈ Ei satisfying `(f) = l and {b | (b, f) ∈ Ri} ⊆ C, or
∗ there is elC′ ∈ Ei−1 ∪Gi satisfying C
′ ⊂ C.
– Ri comprises all directed arcs (b, e
l
C) such that e
l
C ∈ Ei and b ∈ C.
– li(e
l
C)
df
= l, for each elC ∈ Ei.
We denote this by LLON ∈ piNL(σ).
It is easy to see that LLON is a loco-net. In particular, by ignoring all the aspects
relating to barb-events we obtain the definition of a process of a standard PT-net
(see [1, 10, 15]). Note that in the case of a finite σ, the definitions of E, R and
l can be simplified to E
df
= Em, R
df
= Rm and l
df
= lm, where m is the greatest
integer in I0.
Figure 10 shows a PTL-net and illustrates the generation of a barb-process
for the step sequence σ = {a}{u, t}. In stage 0, in addition to the conditions
representing the initial marking of the PTL-net, we have three barb-events rep-
resenting the three transitions which can be included in steps max-enabled at
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Fig. 10. PTL-net and a barb-process constructed for the max-enabled step sequence
{a}{u, t}.
the initial marking. In stage 1, one of this barb-events has disappeared due to
the occurrence of a, leading to a new barb-event with locality 1 and a p-labelled
pre-condition. Note that a candidate barb-event with pre-conditions labelled by
r and q and locality 2 has not become an actual barb-event due to the presence of
a barb-event with locality 2 and an r-labelled pre-condition. In stage 2, another
barb-event has disappeared and two new barb-events have been added. The first
introduced barb-event with locality 2 and r-labelled precondition still exists. It
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represents the (initial) enabledness of transition c and prohibits the occurrence
of the singleton step {u} as a first step in a legal, barb-enabled step sequence.
The construction in Definition 1 proceeds as for the standard PT-nets and
the only difference is that we use barb-events to signal enabledness of transitions
from the original PTL-net. In each stage of the construction, the candidate
barb-events Gi signal the existence of newly enabled transitions of the PTL-
net. However, a candidate barb-event does not become an actual barb-event if
there is an old or new event with the same locality whose input conditions are
contained in those of the candidate (implying that this candidate is superfluous),
or if there is an existing barb-event or another candidate from the same locality
whose input conditions are strictly contained in those of the current candidate
(which thus is not needed to signal enabledness).
One might wonder whether the set of candidate barb-events could be re-
stricted to only those elC for which C ⊆ Bi \domRi . To show that this is not the
case, we consider the PTL-net in Figure 11 and its max-enabled step sequence
{a}{u, t}{d}. With the modified definition of candidate barb-events, the con-
struction described above would generate the loco-net shown also in Figure 11.
As one can observe, such a loco-net generates a barb-enabled step sequence
{ed}{eu}, where the events ed and eu are labelled by d and u, respectively. But
{d}{u} is not a legal max-enabled step sequence of the original PTL-net, because
after the occurrence of d, also c is enabled. The construction of Definition 1 in-
troduces not one, but two barb-events with locality 2; the additional one has the
‘old’ r-labelled condition as a precondition, thus representing the enabledness of
c after the occurrence of d and before the occurrence of t.
We will now investigate properties of the barb-processes constructed in Def-
inition 1. Our first result is that the successive addition of sets of events corre-
sponds to a legal execution of the resulting barb-process.
Proposition 2 (cf. Fact 6.3 in [9]). Assuming the notation as in Defini-
tion 1, let maxi
df
= Bi\domRi , for every i ∈ I0. Then, for every m ∈ I,
µm
df
= max0〈E
imaxi〉{1,...,m} is a mixed barb-enabled step sequence of LLON
from minLLON .
Proof. We proceed by induction on m. The base case (m = 0) clearly holds.
Suppose now that the property holds for m − 1 but it does not hold for m.
By the standard properties of occurrence nets, µm is a mixed step sequence of
und(LLON ) from minLLON . So E
m is not barb-enabled in LLON at maxm−1
but it is enabled in und(LLON ) at maxm−1. This means that one of the following
holds:
Case 1: There is an event e ∈ E \ Em such that ψ(e) ∈ ψ(Em) and Em ∪
{e} is enabled in und(LLON ) at maxm−1. This, however, means that σ
′ =
〈Ui〉{1,...,m−1}(Um + {ψ(e)}) is a step sequence of und(NL) and D(ψ(e)) ∈
D(Um), contradicting the max-enabledness of Um in NL.
Case 2: There is a barb-event elC ∈ E such that l ∈ l(E
m) and Em∪{elC} is en-
abled in LLON at maxm−1. This, however, means that σ
′ = 〈Ui〉{1,...,m−1}(Um+
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Fig. 11. PTL-net and a failed attempt to construct a barb-process corresponding to
its max-enabled step sequence {a}{u, t}{d}.
{t}), where t ∈ T is such that D(t) = l and preNL(t) = ψi〈C〉, is a step sequence
of und(NL), again contradicting the max-enabledness of Um in NL. ut
As a consequence, we have that max0〈E
imaxi〉I is a mixed barb-enabled
step sequence of LLON from minLLON . Hence Property 1(iii) holds. Moreover,
any barb-process generated by a max-enabled step sequence σ of NL will have a
labelled step sequence corresponding to σ (after forgetting about the identities
of the underlying events through the function φ). Formally,
Corollary 1 (cf. Cor. 6.4 in [9]). If σ ∈ ω(NL) and LLON ∈ piNL(σ), then
it is the case that σ ∈ φ(λ(LLON )).
What we still need to show is that the barb-enabled step sequences of a barb-
process correspond to legal max-enabled step sequences of the original PTL-net.
Proposition 3 (cf. Fact 6.6 in [9]). Suppose that σ ∈ ω(NL), LLON ∈
piNL(σ) and ξ is a (mixed) barb-enabled step sequence of LLON from minLLON .
Then ψ〈ξ〉 is a (mixed) max-enabled step sequence of NL from M0, where ψ is
the labelling of LLON .
Proof. Suppose that the result holds for ξ but it does not hold for ξF , where
both ξ and ξF are barb-enabled step sequences of LLON from minLLON . Let
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M ⊆ B be such that minLLON [ξ〉〉M . Then ψ〈F 〉 is enabled in NL at ψ〈M〉,
but it is not max-enabled. Therefore there exists t ∈ T such that l = D(t) ∈
D(ψ〈F 〉) and ψ〈F 〉 + {t} is enabled in NL at ψ〈M〉. Hence there exists C ⊆
M \
⋃
f∈F preund(LLON)(f) such that ψ〈C〉 = preNL(t). Let i be the minimal
index such that C ⊆ Bi. This, in particular, means that a barb-event e
l
C was
included in the set of candidate barb-events Gi during the construction of Ei.
Suppose that elC /∈ Ei. This means that one of the following holds: (i) i ≥ 1
and there exists f ∈ Ei satisfying `(f) = l and {b | (b, f) ∈ Ri} ⊆ C; or (ii)
there is elC′ ∈ Ei−1∪Gi satisfying C
′ ⊂ C. If (i) holds, ψ〈F 〉+{ψ(f)} is enabled
in NL at ψ〈M〉, contradicting the barb-enabledness of F . Therefore (ii) holds
without (i) holding, and so there is a barb-event elC′ ∈ Ei such that C
′ ⊂ C.
If this barb-event is in E then we have a contradiction with the barb-enabled-
ness of F . Otherwise, there exists an event g ∈ Ej (j > i) satisfying `(g) = l
and {b | (b, g) ∈ Rj} ⊆ C
′ ⊆ C. Hence ψ〈F 〉+{ψ(g)} is enabled in NL at ψ〈M〉,
again contradicting the barb-enabledness of F . ut
Corollary 2. If σ ∈ ω(NL) and LLON ∈ piNL(σ), then it is the case that
φ(λ(LLON )) ⊆ ω(NL).
Together, the two corollaries imply Property 2, and complete the proof of the
consistency between max-enabled step sequences and barb-processes of PTL-
nets.
6 Concluding remarks
In this paper we have introduced processes of PTL-nets, by following the generic
scheme proposed in [9]. To complete the development of process semantics, one
still needs to provide an axiomatic definition of barb-processes as well as a notion
of a causality structure characterising barb-processes. Both issues are currently
investigated.
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